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Mark Lula, a system engineer with Cisco Systems demonstrates video conferencing on
multiple platforms during the Windsor-Essex Chamber of Commerce Tech Show held at the
Caboto Club in Windsor, Ontario on October 29, 2013. (JASON KRYK/The Windsor Star)
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The latest business technology trends will be showcased during the
Windsor Essex Tech Show Featuring IT Solutions Nov. 4 at the Caboto
Club.
Explore the offerings of the trade show’s exhibitors — leading industry
corporations such as Google, Detroit Venture Partners, Cisco and
more — and take in a breakout session on 3D printing, SEO or social
media during the one-day event sponsored by the Windsor-Essex
http://blogs.windsorstar.com/news/chamber-hosts-technology-tradeshow

Fed decision day guide: Will
low inflation delay end of QE?
It's almost
universally
accepted the
U.S. Fed will
halt stimulus
today, but
there's a slim
chance inflation fears will get in the
way. Here's what to watch for

Best Buy top stock pick for
holiday shopping

Best Buy Co. Inc. comes out on top of a
list of retailers who have shifted more
resources into ensuring online deliveries
go more
smoothly this
Christmas
season,
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Regional Chamber of Commerce and KPMG LLP.
Speakers include Fab Dolan, marketing executive for Google Canada,

according to
analysts at Citi
Research

and Jacob Cohen, a partner at venture capital firm Detroit Venture
Partners.
Dolan works with Fortune 500 business leaders, showing them how
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emerging technologies can redefine the way companies grow their

‘Your grandfather’s dead. It’s
my money now': Five estateWhat are you looking for this
Search
afternoon?
planning mistakes to avoid
Tickets for the show, which runs from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., can be
brands. Cohen has extensive entrepreneurial experience.

purchased by visiting www.windsorchamber.org.
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To prevent you
and your
family
members from
enduring more
stress, misery
or confusion
than necessary, here are five estateplanning booboos to avoid

Lively discourse is the lifeblood of any healthy democracy and The Star
encourages readers to engage in robust debates about our stories. But,
please, avoid personal attacks and keep your comments respectful and
relevant. If you encounter abusive comments, click the "X" in the upper right
corner of the comment box to report spam or abuse. The Star is Using
Facebook Comments. Visit our FAQ page for more information.
Add a comment...
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‘I did mess up': Even the
experts admit mistakes on
picking a mortgage

It's the debate
every new
homeowner
faces: Should
youlock in
your mortgage
rate or float?
Even one financial planner admits he
guessed the market wrong

Downtown living, where
properties are small, but
convenient, seen as driving
force in 2015 real estate

We are
becoming a
nation of city
dwellers, but
some worry
what will
happen when
the new generation of homebuyers
driving the trend outgrow their tiny
condos
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